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BREAKING NEWS:
Read Between the Lines

Media Literacy Skills 
for Librarians

Bobbie Eisenstock, Ph.D.

Gain insight into Millennial/Gen Z                 
news habits and news literacy skills

 Identify what students need to know                    
to be news literate in a digital society

Recognize types of ‘fake’ news and 
effects of echo chambers and filter 
bubbles 

Apply news literacy strategies                       
to deconstruct news stories

Locate resources for grade-level                 
teaching and learning strategies     
Assess Your Personal News Diet and News Literacy IQ
Resources for this workshop available at:
http://www.bemedialiterate.com/teaching-resources.html
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Where do you
get your news?

What’s your 
news diet?

On a typical day: 
How much time do you spend accessing news?                              
(minutes or hours/day) 

Where do you generally get your news? 
What’s your go-to for news – TV, radio, print, online, social media?
Which specific media sources do you rely on for news? 
(list top 3 in order of frequency)

Why do you access news? What are the main reasons? 
Do you ever avoid watching the news? Why?

4. How often do you discuss news with friends, family                      
or colleagues who share your views?         
Who do not share your views?

Do you fact check news? Under what circumstances? 
Have you ever shared a “fake” news story online or otherwise?
If you heard conflicting versions of a news story,                          
which news source are you likely to trust?  Why?
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http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/

PTSD Factor = Post “Trump” Stress Disorder 
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http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/06/05/almost-seven-in-ten-americans-have-news-fatigue-more-among-republicans/

https://www.slideshare.net/ReutersInstitute/digital-news-report-2017?ref=http://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2017/resources-2017/
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1:12

The New Yorker, February 3, 2017

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/01/us/news-media-social-media-information-overload.html?_r=0

Monitor your stress quotient
 As needed, skim news instead of close reading    
 Follow positive news about progress & possibility 

Join the slow news movement—
 Calmly curb your consumption
 Curate the news
 Save for offline

Make Rules
 When to access, which device, amount of time
 NO news before bedtime/weekends
 Limit access to ‘breaking news’
 Think before you share

Practice NEWS LITERACY
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https://www.edelman.com/trust-barometer
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How much do you know 
about students’      
news habits?

Take the Quiz

https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/tips-trends-takeaways/guide-to-gen-z-debunking-the-myths-of-our-youngest-generation/

Gen Z/iGen

Gen Y/Millennial
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https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/01/learning/10-things-we-learned-about-teenagers-and-the-news-the-results-of-our-student-news-diet-challenge.html

According to recent research,
many Gen Z kids regularly consume news.

Where do they tend to get their news?

a. Family 
b. Television
c. Social Media
d. Website or App
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Which source does Gen Z trust most for news?

a. Family 
b. Teachers
c. Social Media
d. News organizations
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https://www.commonsensemedia.org/research/news-and-americas-kids

How do tweens and teens experience the news –
how do news stories/headlines make them feel?

a. News can make them feel smart
b. News can make them feel angry,                       

depressed or afraid
c. News can make them feel misrepresented                  

or they don’t matter
d. All of the above
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https://www.commonsensemedia.org/research/news-and-americas-kids

When tweens and teens come across a 
suspicious news story online, do they check it out?

a. Often 
b. Sometimes
c. Hardly ever
d. Never verify 
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How news literate are most students? 
When they go online, they can:

a. identify the source of a news story
b. detect political bias on their social media
c. a and b
d. none of the above
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According to a recent Stanford U 
study, the majority of students 
lack the skills to distinguish 
advertising from news articles, 
discern fake from factual news,
identify the source of a news story
or detect political bias on their 
social media – Facebook page, 
Twitter feeds, forum comments, 
and blog posts.  

The bottom line is: 
students considered digital natives

may be digital/tech savvy, 
but not media literate.  

(3:15)
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News literacy is essential to a democracy… 
In the Information Age,

– the consumers –
need to determine for ourselves
what is reliable and what is not.

Start teaching it early . . .

in kindergarten

... and to parents 

Teachers Parents

Students
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The U.S. media literacy movement started in the 
early 1980s. Today media literacy education is:

a. Mandated by federal law for K-12 
b. Mandated by most state laws for K-12
c. Mandated by a few states, including California
d. Not required to be taught in most state

https://medialiteracynow.org/
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Digital

Citizenship

Media and

Information

Literacy

Civic 
Engagement
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https://engagementgamelab.wordpress.com/

digital

What students 
need to know
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News is 
different than
other types of 
information
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Media’s emphasis on certain events, 
people, issues and views can shape         
the public’s agenda and influence  

people’s attitudes, opinions,              
values, beliefs and behaviors.

drc.centerfornewsliteracy.org//content/lesson-3-know-your-neighborhood
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News is subject to 
a journalistic process

that is verifiable,
independent,

and accountable

Is it VIAable? Verifiable, Independent, Accountable
3 Characteristics of Reliable Information

VERIFICATION
Gather information that 
establishes or confirms
the accuracy or truth 

ACCOUNTABILITY
Journalist and/or
news organization

stands behind the story –
corrects errors and
takes responsibility

for its veracity

http://drc.centerfornewsliteracy.org/key-concepts-news-literacy

INDEPENDENT
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Journalism practices 
are protected by the 

U.S. Constitution

. . . because democracy depends 
on informed citizens who
can discern the reliability,
credibility, and accuracy

of information 
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U.S. Constitution
First Amendment 
protects free press

Journalists 
Provide newsworthy and 
trustworthy information  
to help empower citizens  

to make informed decisions

Citizens
Keep informed to 

actively and responsibly 
participate in democracy

Clark Bell, Journalism Program Director, McCormick Foundation
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is the ability to
access

analyze
evaluate

create and
communicate 

messages
in all media forms

is the ability to
judge the
credibility

and reliability
of news reports 
and understand 
why it matters –

First Amendment
Fourth Estate 

Culture of Journalism

reflect and act
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Adapted from The Aspen Institute Communications and Society Program,
Digital and Media Literacy: A Plan of Action, Washington, DC: The Aspen Institute, November 2010

Access:  Make responsible choices using media and technology tools and                  
apply critical thinking skills to locate and share appropriate, relevant
and reliable information to guide your knowledge, beliefs and actions.

Analyze:  Know how to decode information and make sense of the different 
components of the message to ascertain purpose, point of view,                
truthfulness, accuracy, and currency.

Evaluate:   Determine the value, quality, and relevance of the content for             
yourself and for others while considering potential effects of messages.

Create: Use appropriate media technologies to produce and disseminate your  
own messages with awareness of purpose, audience, creative techniques, 
and potential effects − text, twitter, e-mail, social network, web page, blog,  
video, images, podcast, flyer, interview, press release, memo, proposal, report, etc. 

Reflect: Apply social responsibility and ethical principles to your identity                          
and personal experience and to your communication behavior.

Act:  Take social action individually or collaboratively to share knowledge
and solve problems and to participate in one’s community locally,
regionally, nationally and internationally.

Why News Literacy Matters
(5:15)
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Are you       
news literate?

Take the quiz…

In addition to freedom of the press,          
what does the First Amendment protect?

a. Freedom of speech
b. Freedom of religion
c. Freedom to bear arms 
d. All of the above
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Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; 
or abridging the freedom of speech, 

or of the press; or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the

government for a redress of grievances. 
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http://niemanreports.org/articles/category/lessons-for-journalism/

What constitutes free expression vs. journalism?

is integral to 
democracy—

freedom to say 
whatever you 
want within 

bounds of law

free expression 
within journalism 

framework of 
ethics and values

DO NOT 
have to tell
the truth

professional codes 
of conduct —

impartial & balanced
respect facts

correct errors 
no malicious lies, etc.
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Unofficial branch of 
government that monitors 
legislative, judicial and 
executive branches for 
abuses of power

The press operates without 
excessive government 
interference in order to 
provide information to 
citizens to make informed 
decisions about political 
and social issues and take 
responsible action

THE PRESS

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/26/world/europe/trump-enemy-of-the-people-stalin.html?_r=0
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https://youtu.be/zwLdTFPSHR4

Who is a journalist?

a. Member of a news organization 
b. Citizen who posts a news event live
c. Blogger who writes for a website
d. All of the above
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Fourth Estate:                                   
mainstream news media that follow 
professional standards and serve                      
a watchdog role over the Judicial, 
Executive, and Legislative branches 
Fifth Estate: alternative to mainstream 
 Self-organizing communities that 

seek ways to participate in political 
and social forums beyond the 
Fourth Estate
Networked individuals enabled by 

the Internet – citizen journalists, 
bloggers, activists, non-profits,                       
and journalists publishing in                      
non-mainstream media outlets

In the U.S., journalists have certain rights. 
Under what circumstances can they be jailed?

a. Fake news story 
b. Not revealing a source
c. Leaking information from White House  
d. A reporter cannot be jailed
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Journalists are imprisoned for 
false news in other countries

Who decides what is newsworthy –
what events or issues are covered?

a. News organizations
b. Media platforms
c. News audience 
d. All of the above
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What determines newsworthiness? 

 Timeliness
 How recent or current is the event?

 Proximity/Relevance
How relevant or nearby is the event to the intended audience?

 Importance/Impact/Magnitude
How many people does the event impact and                                                     

how far-reaching are its consequences?
 Human Interest
How relatable or inspirational is the story?

 Conflict/Controversy
Is the story negative news or positive news?

 Sensationalism
Is the story unpredictable or amazing, even shocking?

 Prominence
Is the newsmaker a prominent person, public figure or celebrity?

 Novelty/Unusual/Oddity
Is the event different or strange?

“Dog bites man” / “Man bites dog”

NEWS VALUES: Newsworthiness/story importance is based on 
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 Straight news account: 5 W’s and H                           
no dominant narrative - lead: 
who, what,  when, where, why, and how
 Conflict:

focus on conflict inherent to                  
the situation or brewing among 
the players
 Consensus:

emphasis on points of agreement
 Conjecture:

focus on speculation of what                
is to come in the process
 Horse-race:

who is perceived as winning or 
losing a particular situation
 Story Frame:

explain how something works

 Wrongdoing Exposed:                     
exposes wrongdoing or injustice
 Policy Explored:                                

examines impact of a policy 
 Outlook:

compares current event to what 
happened before: historical context
 Reaction:                                    

plays up response to events by 
major players involved
 Personality Profile:

in depth look at a newsmaker
 Reality Check:

examines veracity of what reporter 
accepts as truth or falsity of a 
particular statement/story

Project for Excellence in Journalism, PEW Research Center: http://www.journalism.org/node/447

STORY FRAMES: How Story Narratives Are Constructed
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How to “read” 
the news

Journalism Jargon: Codes & Conventions

5Ws and H | gatekeepers | headline | lede | byline | 
dateline | beat | assignment | copy | lead story | story angle | 
hard news | soft news | op-ed | source attribution | direct quote | 
pull quote | jump | cutline/caption | running story | 
above and below the fold/scroll | newsmaker | wire service | etc.
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http://www.newseum.org/todaysfrontpages/hr.asp?fpVname=NY_NYT&ref_pge=gal&b_pge=
1

What is ”fake” news?

a. Misinformation
b. Disinformation
c. Fraudulent
d. All of the above
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What distinguishes 
misinformation from disinformation?

MISinformation
false or incorrect 

information spread 
unintentionally 
without malice

DISinformation
false information 

spread intentionally
– deliberately –

to confuse/deceive

Facts Should Matter
but we live in a post-truth 

political culture

http://drc.centerfornewsliteracy.org/key-concepts-news-literacy
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2016

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/word-of-the-year/word-of-the-year-2016
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https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/how-does-fake-news-become-news
(6:39)

https://firstdraftnews.com/fake-news-complicated/
http://fakenews.publicdatalab.org/download/SAMPLE-field-guide-to-fake-news.pdf
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European Association for Viewers Interest

Propaganda: 
emotional appeal to manage attitudes, values, and knowledge – more often 
harmful than beneficial – used by governments, corporations and non-profits

Propaganda: 
emotional appeal to manage attitudes, values, and knowledge – more often 
harmful than beneficial – used by governments, corporations and non-profits

https://youtu.be/XxBB1Il5rCo
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/propaganda-or-news-should-media-publish-governments-child-detention-
photos/2018/06/19/a03acce8-73da-11e8-b4b7-308400242c2e_story.html?utm_term=.9b78bb015a81

False Attribution: authentic image falsely attributed to wrong event
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Doctored Content: digitally altered to discredit by association

Doctored Content: digitally altered with intent to deceive

Hoax: malicious deception
(1:07)
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Counterfeit/Imposter: poses as a genuine source or well-known brand

Clickbait: eye-catching sensational headline/photo 
designed to distract and drive ad revenue

Clickbait: eye-catching sensational headline/photo 
designed to distract and drive ad revenue
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advertorial

Advertorial: advertising + editorial content presented as news

Video News Release

Is Your Child Constantly Sick?

KABC-7 News report developed from 
VNR distributed by Quest Diagnostics 
about its Immunocap Test Kit. 

News producers adapted the story:            
# edited for story length                            
# exchanged male voice-over from 
original with unidentified female               
# replaced text and graphics with 
network-branded ones 

WATCH FOR:
Who reports the story?                       

Anchor introduces story --
No reporter identified
What’s the main point?
How are claims verified?
Doctor is only source
Not provide details of doctor’s 

affiliation or location
No name/hometown for patient
No explanation why source not 

identified

Example adapted from DRC:  drc.centerfornewsliteracy.org/content/viability-results

(2:00)Sponsored Content: advertising presented as news without clearly labeling
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Satire or Parody: social commentary with no intent to deceive

https://weather.com/news/news/breitbart-misleads-americans-climate-change?cm_ven=T_WX_CD_120616_2Pseudoscience: climate change deniers misrepresent scientific research
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Conspiracy Theory: false narratives or rumors created and spread by people who 
appear to believe them in response to feelings of uncertainty or powerlessness

Bogus/Partisan: fabricated content/website intended to spread disinformation
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http://www.allgeneralizationsarefalse.com/

Partisan: ideologically-driven interpretation of facts but claims to be impartial (1:43)
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https://findsinclair.com/

DEEPFAKE
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Echo Chambers 
Filter Bubbles

Confirmation Bias
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People tend to avoid sources 
that challenge their viewpoints 

and seek out sources that 
reinforce their worldview

News media outlets that cater 
to a particular political ideology 

create 

Confirmation Bias

Are you 
trapped in a 
filter bubble?
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/03/arts/the-battle-over-your-political-bubble.html

3.22
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https://reporterslab.org/category/fact-checking/#article-1472

https://reporterslab.org/fact-checking-triples-over-four-years/
https://reporterslab.org/fact-checking/#
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Teach Students to
Ask the Right 
Questions

Ask the Right Questions

Ask Key Questions

MESSAGE
MEDIA CREATOR

MEDIA CONSUMER
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Media messages are constructed.
Who constructed the message?

Media use creative techniques to attract our attention.
What techniques are used to attract our attention?

Media messages have embedded values and points of view.
What values and points of view are represented or omitted?

Media messages have a purpose.
What is the purpose of the message?

People interpret the same message differently.
How might different people understand the message?

Media messages can impact attitudes, values, and behaviors 
and the democratic process.
How might the message affect my attitudes, values, and 
behaviors and the democratic process?

First Amendment
Why is the First Amendment important? How does it affect me?
What is the role and responsibility of the Fourth Estate?

Culture of Journalism: News Values and Practices
What is news? What constitutes good journalism? 
Who is a journalist? What determines newsworthiness?

How to “Read” a News Story: How do you know what to believe?
Where did you access the information? Is it current?
Who created the news story? Who wrote/sent/posted it? Why? 
What is the purpose? Is it to inform, persuade, mislead, make money?
Is it a credible and trustworthy source? How do you know? 
What techniques are used to create it? Is it print, digital, social media?
What type of story is it? Is it factual, opinion or analysis?
What are the story’s main points? Does the lead match the headline?
Is the information accurate? Objective? Balanced? Fair?
What’s the point of view? What might be missing or misleading? 
Does it lack context? Is the evidence verifiable? Is the logic flawed? 
Is there accountability? Transparency? Is there a conflict of interest? 
How might different people understand it?
How might unconscious bias affect people’s interpretation?
What does it mean to me? How does it make me feel?
Does confirmation bias trap me in a filter bubble? Should I share it?

Key 
Questions

for 
Critical News 
Consumers

and
Informed
Citizens

Culture of 
Journalism
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https://www.commonsense.org/education/toolkit/news-and-media-literacy

https://newslit.org/educators/checkology/
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http://www.wnyc.org/story/breaking-news-consumer-handbook-fake-news-edition/

http://www.npr.org/2016/12/11/505154631/a-finders-guide-to-facts
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http://guides.library.stonybrook.edu/fakenews/checkyourself

https://qz.com/937056/tips-on-fighting-fake-news-from-the-people-who-debunk-it-for-a-living/

Fact-check 
Vet URLS: native advertising
Look for visual cues
Follow the links  original source
Check dateline and location
Search key phrases
Be skeptical of data and charts
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http://www.allgeneralizationsarefalse.com/

http://www.npr.org/sections/ed/2017/02/16/514364210/5-ways-teachers-are-fighting-fake-news
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https://ww2.kqed.org/education/collections/above-the-noise/

JOHN HEILEMANN MARK MCKINNON ALEX WAGNER

 The Daily Caller (conservative)

http://www.sho.com/the-circus-inside-the-greatest-political-show-on-earth
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Who created the message?
Is the source reliable? 
How do you know?
What techniques are used
to attract your attention?
What is the purpose of the    
message – to entertain,
inform, persuade, profit?
What are the embedded
values or points of view?
What is omitted/missing?
How might different people
understand this message? 
What does it mean to you?
How might it affect the
Democratic process?
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Bobbie Eisenstock, Ph.D.

BEisenstock@gmail.com

BeMediaLiterate.com
BobbieEisenstock.com 


